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Q41The fast pace of development in China's coal industry created bottlenecks in its transportation infrastructure.
These bottlenecks likely affected not only China's domestic coal market, but also global coal markets. In
this paper, we estimate the costs and consequences of these bottlenecks using a production and multimodal
transportation model. We ﬁnd that coal transportation inefﬁciencies increased the price of Chinese domestic
coal at coastal locations and thereby inﬂuenced global seaborne coal prices. According to our model results, the
resulting extra costs of coal supplied to the Chinese economy totaled 228 billion renminbi (RMB) in 2011 and
105 in 2013. The subsequent debottlenecking, on the other hand, has reduced the price of Chinese domestic
coal delivered to coastal regions and contributed to the reduction in global seaborne coal prices since 2011.
Our analysis also suggests that current tariffs for coal transport, with their embedded taxes to cover investments
in rail capacity, result in economic efﬁciencies similar to chargingmarginal transportation costs and that planners
have not introduced distortions that impose signiﬁcant additional costs on the Chinese economy. Many projects
that expanded transport capacity delivered strongly positive rates of return. However, some have poor or
negative rates of return, which can reﬂect either overinvestment or preinvestment in future needs.
© 2016 KAPSARC. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Keywords:
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Infrastructure investment1. Introduction to Chinese coal logistics
China's coal sector has developed rapidly, increasing annual production
from 1384 million tons in 2000 to 3516 million tons in 2011 (National
Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Despite yearly investment surging from RMB
211 million in 2000 to 5.4 billion in 2012 (National Bureau of Statistics,
2013), the domestic coal industry has faced a number of challenges, includ-
ing the availability of coal resources, increasing production costs, and
constrained logistics. Transportation capacity, in particular, had been lag-
ging behind the rapid supply expansion until recently. This led to transpor-
tation bottlenecks, primarily in the railway sector. The resulting congestion
costs drove increases in the costs of delivered coal, because of the need to
use trucks, and caused supply interruptions and price ﬂuctuations.
The structure of coal logistics in China is determined by the locations
of economic coal seams and the industrial and population centers
where the coal is consumed. The growing supply sources are located
primarily in the Northern and Western regions of China, and.
his is an open access article under thconsumption occurs in the East. The provincial imbalances between
coal production and consumption are shown in Fig. 1with the exporting
provinces colored in shades of green and the importing provinces
colored in shades of red. Transport expenses can account for up to 40%
of total coal costs at the destination (Macquarie Equities Research,
2013), affecting producers' competitiveness, capacity expansion, and
the overall performance of the industry. The major driver behind high
coal transportation expenses was congestion costs resulting from the
geographical mismatch between coal production and consumption.
Chinese coal reserves and production are mainly located in the
Western and Northern inland provinces. The two provinces of Shanxi
and Shaanxi, and the autonomous region of Inner Mongolia account
for almost 70% of China's proven reserves andmore than half of national
production (China Coal Resource, 2014; National Bureau of Statistics,
2013). On the other hand, major coal-consuming centers lie in the East-
ern and Southern coastal regions. The average distance coalmoves have
been increasing, due to continued expansion of coal production in the
West (a more than threefold increase in production in Xinjiang from
2007 to 2013— CEIC, 2014) and the dispersion of coal consumption lo-
cations in the East.e CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Xinjiang
Inner Mongolia
Shanxi
Shaanxi
Fig. 1. Provincial coal balance (production–consumption) in 2011.
Source: National Bureau of Statistics, 2013.
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coal production from 2000 to 2013, and a 2.2-fold increase in general
freight turnover, the kilometers of track increased by only 50% (CEIC,
2014, National Bureau of Statistics various years). Centralized govern-
ment management and lead times needed for investing in transporta-
tion projects in general and in railways in particular contributed to
time lags in responding to increased transportation requirements of
coal.
These disparities made transportation the crucial factor in the
development of the Chinese coal industry (Tu, 2011). The costs of
railway bottlenecks, in particular, were a key driver for delivered coal
prices in coastal China (IHS CERA, 2013). Besides increased costs,
logistical problems affected the overall stability of the coal market in
China by amplifying price volatility and causing defaults on contract
obligations. Beyond that, they also caused power outages and greater
congestion for other types of freight.
The spot price of steam coal at Qinhuangdao (a major coal port
terminal that connects inland coal production bases to Eastern and
Southern coastal demand centers) provides an illustration of the costs
of congestion. The average FOBT (Free On Board Trimmed) price,
excluding the value-added tax (VAT), in 2011 for the 5500 kcal/kg
speciﬁcation was 696 RMB/t (China Coal Resource, 2014), whereas,
according to our estimates, the average domestic production and trans-
portation costs in Chinawere only 240 and 140RMBper ton respectively.
This differential between price and average cost can be explained by
congestion costs that drove marginal costs up and created room for
arbitrage between consuming domestic coal and importing coal from
abroad. In response to this situation, China has completed several new
rail lines devoted to moving coal that have relieved the congestion.
To explore questions related to congestion in the Chinese coal supply
chain, we have developed a production and multimodal transshipment
model of China's domestic coal market, calibrated to 2011 data. The
KAPSARC Energy Model of China (KEM-China) aggregates coal supply
by mining regions, includes coal transportation by rail, sea, inlandwaterways, and trucking, and measures demand by province. The
model ﬁnds the competitive equilibrium, whichminimizes annual sup-
ply and transportation costs formeeting demand in 2011, incorporating
both domestic and international supply. Themodeling approachwe use
accounts for varyingproduction conditions, dispersed demands, and the
ﬂexibility of the logistical network by linking transportation nodes.
In this paperwe address three questions related to congestion in the
Chinese coal supply chain:
• What were the costs of the bottlenecks?
• How does relieving the bottlenecks affect regional prices and the
international coal market?
• To what extent is China overinvesting (or pre-investing) in railroad
capacity if at all?
2. The literature on coal logistics in China
Because bottlenecks in logistics systems affect the proﬁtability of
ﬁrms, ﬁnancial ﬁrms have studied China's logistics issues to understand
their impact on ﬁrm and industry proﬁts. Credit Suisse (2013), Morgan
Stanley (2010), and UBS Investment Research (2013) issued reports
that focused on the rail transportation of coal, while Macquarie
Equities Research (2013) and JP Morgan (2011) viewed this issue
within the general framework of China's coal market.
The State Planning Commission of China, in collaboration with the
World Bank, developed a decision support system to analyze coal trans-
portation and efﬁciency of potential investments (World Bank, 1994).
Utilizing this tool, Kuby et al. (1995) built various scenarios for the
coal industry, exploring the impact of transportation constraints on
the country's gross domestic product (GDP). This project was path
breaking in that it showed the Chinese authorities how to develop
national plans for infrastructure while using market mechanisms for
providing products.
1 Note that China Shenhua Energy Company Ltd. is a listed companywith direct govern-
ment ownership below 1%, whereas Shenhua Group is a state-owned enterprise.
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cal issue for the coal sector, showing how long congestion had been a
problem. Zhao and Yu (2007) propose improving railway and road
coal transportation, extensive development of the sea and river routes
and focusing on pipelines as an alternative in the long run. Cheng
et al. (2008) apply statistical and spatial analysis to re-examine the
drivers of interprovincial coal ﬂow and articulated the importance of
regional price differentials of coal. Other models of China's coal logistics
have provided a detailed analysis of coal transportation options. Xu and
Cheng (2009) simulate interprovincial ﬂows of industrial coal, focusing
on Shanxi, Shandong, and Liaoning provinces. Zhang et al. (2011) apply
an optimization model to minimize coal transportation costs on
railways. Their work has the potential to be extended to examine the
interdependencies with other freight modes such as sea/river freight
and road transportation. Mou and Li (2012) develop a coal logistics
optimization model focused on rail and water transport modes. We
extend thiswork by including allmodes of transport, including trucking,
and by introducing a greater level of disaggregation to better highlight
bottlenecks on segments of rail lines.
A number of modeling studies are devoted to coal-to-liquids
technologies and electricity generation in the coal regions, combined
with ultra-high voltage (UHV) transmission lines that can serve as alter-
natives to physical coal transportation. Huang et al. (2008) analyze the
coal-to-liquids technologies and apply a partial equilibrium model to
assess their impact on coal markets under various scenarios. Models
focusing on UHV grids primarily address the technological aspect
of the projects (see Wang et al., 2014), while the analyses of UHV
transmission within the context of coal transportation are generally of
a qualitative nature (see Lantau Group, 2013).
In addition, consulting and investment reports have been based
upon proprietarymodels to assess the current and possible future states
of the coal industry. The IHS CERA “Coal Rush” study (IHS CERA, 2013)
provides an outlook for China's coal sector based on a detailed analysis
of coal supply, demand, and transportation. The China Coal Overview
by HDR Salva (2014) covers railway coal transportation, derives coal
cost curves in key demand centers, and addresses related policy issues.
The Standard Chartered report (2012) applies a model to forecast the
volumes of coal transportation utilizing a database of coal railways
and production bases.
These studies provide assessments of China's coal production and
transportation sectors and present compelling modeling solutions to
address speciﬁc industry issues. Still, an open-source, comprehensive
model, which balances the necessary degree of disaggregation and
data and computational costs, can provide a useful basis for discussions
on the structure, efﬁciency, and effectiveness of the Chinese energy
sector.
3. The coal market in China
3.1. Domestic coal production
According to China's Ministry of Land and Resources, total coal
reserves in China amount to 1.42 trillion tons (Ministry of Land and
Resources, 2013). At current production rates (around 4 billion tons
yearly), China has centuries of coal resources.
However, the structure of coal resources and their geographical
distribution implies that mining costs will increase as currently mined
reserves deplete. Several traditional coal producing provinces in the
Eastern and North-Eastern regions are depleting, resulting in higher
production costs (Li and Tong, 2008). 53% of China's total reserves are
located 1000 m or more below the surface (Xie et al., 2013), making
extraction costly and technologically intensive. Low-rank bituminous
coal, with a range in heat content that spans the lower levels of bitumi-
nous and subbituminous, accounts for the majority (about 53%) of coal
reserves, anthracite about 10%, and coking coal just 4.3% (China Coal
Resource, 2014). Geographically, coal reserves in China are distributedunevenly: the “Coal Country” provinces (Shanxi, Shaanxi, Ningxia, and
Inner Mongolia) possess about 45% of the estimated total (China Coal
Resource, 2014).
In general, the regionswhere production is increasing have long, ﬂat
supply curves. According to the IHS “Coal Rush” study, the average
national production costs in 2011 ﬂuctuated around 270 RMB per ton,
with the heat content adjusted to 5000 kcal/kg (IHS CERA, 2013).
However, depending on mine location, these costs can differ by more
than 20%, primarily due to varying geological characteristics and local
fees. The fees tend to change in line with coal price trends, as local
authorities try to balance ﬁscal objectives and maintain the competi-
tiveness of their coal producers. Local fees can constitute more than
40% of the total production costs, depending on local policies and
mine ownership type (IHS CERA, 2013).
Ownership also impacts both the structure and total amount of a
mining unit's operating expenses. Large private companies, such as
China Shenhua Energy Company Ltd.,1 tend to be more efﬁcient in
their operations andﬂexible in their human resource policies. According
to Macquarie estimates, Shenhua's costs are about half of those of a
typical large State Owned Enterprise (SOE) in Shanxi province
(Macquarie Equities Research, 2013). SOE's generally tend to be less
ﬂexible and bear higher costs related to their social responsibilities,
while small Town–Village Enterprises (TVEs), in general, don't have
streamlined business processes or modern equipment and cannot
utilize economies of scale.
Inefﬁcient cost structures and coal-price ﬂuctuations undermine the
stability of the market, and have often led coal producers, both Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), and large companies, to breach the
terms of their contracts (Credit Suisse, 2012). Industry regulations
further complicate the issue of compliancewith contractual obligations.
Formally, market pricing of coal has been introduced in 2002, but since
then, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) has
tried to impose price caps on thermal coal on several occasions (Tu,
2011). The NDRC has also enforced a long-term contract scheme with
prices ﬁxed for the duration through a centralized allocation of coal
transportation capacity. This mechanism has distorted the market by
restricting access to transportation for coal purchased on internal spot
markets as well as coal imports. As a result, in 2009, only about half of
the coal contracted under long term contracts was actually delivered
to utility companies (Economist, 2011). The recent abolition of compul-
sory, long-term,ﬁxed pricing and railway capacity allocationwill have a
signiﬁcant impact on the industry.
3.2. Coal transportation
Depending on the location of coal production and consumption,
industry participants can choose among several alternatives, based on
tariffs and capacity constraints. China has four major modes of coal
transportation: railways, trucks, inland water vessels, and seaborne
ships. The transmission of electricity generated by coal-ﬁred plants
along UHV lines and coal-to-liquids transformation can, to a certain
extent, replace the physical movement of coal.
Railways are the dominant transportation mode for coal with more
than 60% of coal transported by rail via general and coal-dedicated
lines (IHS CERA, 2013). Coal amounted to 52% of the total national
railway freight trafﬁc in 2012 (NDRC, 2013).
Large vertically integrated companies in the coal-production
sector tend to operate private railroads: in 2012 Shenhua reported
176.2 billion ton km of movement on its own railway (China Shenhua
Energy Company Limited, 2013). However, for the most part, railroads
are owned, managed, and regulated by the state. Freight rates are divid-
ed into seven classes, and coal is placed in class 4, implying that coal has
to compete with other types of cargo, and the structure of the railway
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many regions freight is competing with passenger trafﬁc for railway ca-
pacity. However, new high-speed passenger rail lines have since been
constructed to reduce passenger congestion on mixed freight rail lines.
The structure of the railway tariff for coal includes, on top of the base
rate for loading and unloading (13.8 RMB/t), a variable distance charge
(0.0753 RMB/t/km), a construction fund surcharge for funding the
expansion of rail capacity (0.033 RMB/t/km), and an electriﬁcation
surcharge (0.012 RMB/t/km). The base rate and variable distance rate
provide a reference for the operating costs of coal railway shipments.
The construction surcharge is collected from customers, given to the
government and then returned to the national freight company as a
payment for investment.
For rail lines owned by private companies, the railway rates can
vary signiﬁcantly, particularly for short haul shipments. For example,
the RMB/t/km tariff for coal shipments to Datong from Zhunge'er,
Inner Mongolia is 0.12 RMB/t/km, which is more than double the
rate (0.05 RMB/t/km) charged to reach the same destination from
Guoleizhuang, Hebei (Standard Chartered, 2012).
Roads are used extensively for transporting coal short distances due
to the ﬂexibility of trucking: frommines to railway loading facilities and
from rail terminals or ports to consumers. When coal shipments can be
used as backhauls for vehicles that move goods to the coal regions,
trucking can be competitive with rail for longer distances, versus
situations where the trucks are used only for hauling coal and return
empty and coal bears the full cost of the round trip. Often, trucking is
the only logistics option available for the local TVE mines. Despite
these economic uses of trucking, the volume of trucked coal provides
a good proxy for estimating congestion volumes and costs for rail
movements. Through the 2000s, the volume of long-distance trucking
increased substantially, which contributed to the rise in the cost of
coal deliveries and increased the competitiveness of imported coal.
About 20% of coal produced is transported by road (Tu, 2011).
However, trucking is less energy efﬁcient, more costly, and less safe
than railways. Highway transportation rates depend on oil prices and
vary between 0.3–0.8 RMB/t/km (Standard Chartered, 2012) — on
average several times higher than railway tariffs.
The throughput of coal transported by inland water routes remains
relatively small compared to railways. 184 million tons (mt) of coal
(about 5% of total coal output) was shipped from inland river terminals
and 390mt arrived from all sources in 2011. Despite competitive freight
rates of 0.07 to 0.2 RMB/t/km (IHS CERA, 2013) and congested land
transport, the share of coal transported by river has not increased
substantially, primarily due to geography: major inland water cargo
routes are limited to the Yangtze River, the Pearl River, the Grand
Canal, and several minor rivers. Water routes mainly serve as segments
in multimodal shipments connecting internal coastal, seaborne freight
and imports with inland consumption locations, or inland production
centers with consumers.
Themain seaborne route for coal is fromNorthernports (Qinhuangdao
and others) that transship coal coming from the Coal Country and the
Northeastern region to Eastern and Southeastern ports. Affordable
tariffs (on average 0.024 RMB/t/km) and congested railways have
contributed to the steady growth of this mode over the last decade. In
2011, the transported coal volume reached 620 mt (IHS CERA, 2013),
comprising about 22% of total freight handled in major coastal
ports (National Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Expansion of ports is
restricted by inland bottlenecks that limit the arrival of coal at major
terminals.
Transportation bottlenecks led to a surge in seaborne coal imports.
The total volume of imported coal increased more than 30 times from
2003 to 2013 (National Bureau of Statistics, 2013) with Chinese sea-
borne coal purchases accounting for 25% of global maritime trade in
coal in 2013 (Kendall, 2013).
Other alternatives to coal transportation that are being explored
include coal conversion and UHV grids connecting coal-producingregions with major energy demand centers. The 12th Five Year Plan
for the Petrochemical and Chemical Industries envisages extensive
coal-to-chemical capacity construction in the coal producing provinces
of Xinjiang, Gansu, and Anhui. Analysts estimate that the potential
capacity of these projects amounts to 604 mt of coal (Standard
Chartered, 2012). China's 12th Five Year Plan for Energy Development
(NDRC, 2013) proposes the construction of a comprehensive UHV
power grid with the focus on “two approaches to transportation of
energy: coal transportation and electricity transmission, gradually
relying more on electricity transmission”. However, these projects are
characterized by high construction costs, technological complexity,
and lower coal-equivalent throughput capacity (1.2 RMB/t/km of coal-
equivalent throughput compared with the RMB 0.4 average rail capex
according to Standard Chartered (2012)). This suggests that current
UHV grid development projects will not have a substantial impact on
coal volumes transported. Analysts estimate that, in the short term, no
more than 7 mt of coal equivalent will be sent via UHV lines. In the
long run this ﬁgure can increase to the level of 43 mt, constituting less
than 4% of the total coal transportation requirements (IHS CERA,
2013; Standard Chartered, 2012).
4. The KEM-China model
4.1. Methodology and structure
We have developed a production and multi-modal transshipment
model of China's domestic coal market at the provincial scale. It covers
coal supply aggregated by mining regions; the shipment of coal by
rail, sea, and inlandwaterways, and truck from supply nodes to demand
nodes; and coal demandbyprovince. KEM-China is a partial equilibrium
model that is a linear program that minimizes China's coal supply and
shipping costs in a one-year period, mimicking the supply and distribu-
tion patterns of a competitive coal market.
Themodel solves in the General AlgebraicModeling System (GAMS)
an optimization problem consisting of the objective function and con-
straints described below. The model chooses transportation volumes
and routes that minimize all operating and annualized investment
costs relating to domestic coal production, imports, and transportation
to meet an exogenous coal demand. It consists of two integrated
modules for the production and the transportation of coal, and has a
total of 19,236 variables. Subsections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 describe the two
modules. The formal statement of the model is provided in Subsection
4.1.3.
4.1.1. Coal production module
The production module minimizes the cost of extracting and
processing coal before it is sent for shipment, assuming that all coal
washing is done at or in close proximity to the mine gate. The objective
function (1) does not include the capital cost of production, owing
to difﬁculties in assessing the costs and other physical constraints asso-
ciated with expansion for each of the mining units represented in the
model. However, the model permits expansion of mining activities,
using a constrained supply curve as explained in Section 4.2.1.
Coal production is separated into 39 coal-mining regions. The
production constraint (2) covers domestic coal supply and imports.
Eachmining region encompasses one ormoremining units (represented
as supply steps), differentiated by privately owned enterprises, SOEs,
and TVEs. In addition, each unit is represented by the mining method
used (open cut or subsurface), the coal type produced (thermal, lignite,
hard coking coal, and other metallurgical coal, see Appendix A), the
heat content for thermal coal, the production yields for primary and
secondary washed steam and metallurgical coals, and the associated
mine gate costs.
All metallurgical coal is processed using an average primarywashing
yield for each mining unit. A byproduct of washing, secondary washed
coal, is assigned an average heat content and is treated as a source of
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steam coal and lignite, the model optimizes the proportions of product
washed at themine and sent raw, based on the average yields of the pri-
mary and secondary product. Volumes of raw and washed thermal coal
are then aggregated into one of nine bins that represent different
heat contents, ranging from 3000 to 7000 kcal/kg with steps
of ±250 kcal/kg. This aggregation is done to reduce the number of
transportation variables. All hard coking and other metallurgical coals
are aggregated into a separate bin for non-thermal use.
The supply curves for domestic production are based on themarginal
costs of production. Imports are priced atworld prices prevailing in 2011
and 2013, depending on the year studied, with the volumes of steam
and metallurgical coals sourced from the international market linked
to major coastal port nodes or rail nodes on land borders. There are
three import nodes, one for all seaborne coals and two for cross-
border ﬂows from North Korea and Mongolia.
4.1.2. Coal transportation module
The coal transportation model distributes coal across a total of
84 transportation nodes to satisfy the exogenous coal demand in each
province. The model uses arc-ﬂow variables, xt,u,v,i,j, that track the
ﬂows of coal among nodes in the model's transportation network. The
transshipment arcs represent existing major rail corridors. The model
contains 31 primary demand nodes, d, located at provincial capitals or
major cities. Primary demand nodes can overlap with the coal supply
nodes described above. In addition to the supply and primary demand
nodes, 19 intermediate transportation nodes are included that segment
key rail and port transportation pathways.
The transportation supply constraint (3) limits theﬂowof coal out of
node i and local consumption yu.v.i to the available production at that
node, su,v,i, plus imports and domestic coal that is shipped in. The
transportation arcs ship coal using three modes: rail, truck, or water
(inland and sea). The amount of coal transported by truck is unrestricted,
which means capacity expansion variables are limited to rail lines and
ports. Rail transport is broken down into two types: coal-dedicated,
t(c), and other mixed-commodity lines t(m). Rail capacity expansion,
zt(c),i, j, is permitted for the former, while the coal transportation on
mixed-commodity lines is limited by a ﬁxed allocation ARt(m),i,j. In
Eq. (4), shipments from node i to node j are limited to the capacity of
the rail corridor. Shipments along waterways are selected from 28 sea
and river ports, with the constraint (5) limiting the shipment of coal
out of port p(i) to the existing and new throughput capacity.
In order to capture the effect of distances on transportation costs
more accurately, the operation andmaintenance costs of coal transpor-
tation by rail and waterways are broken down into ﬁxed loading and
variable distance components. Eq. (6) determines the total amount of
coal loaded at node i (li), excluding coal transiting through this node.
The cost of shipping coal is measured per ton but the value of the coal
to customers depends on its heat content. Consequently, the model
represents tons moved by different grades with different heat contents
to measure rail utilization, but it measures demand by the energy
required. If a region burns a low-grade coal, it needs more transporta-
tion capacity to meet demand.
The demand constraint (7) uses the coefﬁcient, SCEv, to convert the
amount of coal type u consumed in nodes id(i,d) to the same standard
coal equivalent energy content used to represent the exogenous
provincial demand, Demu,d. This conversion is necessary because the
capacity of coal lines is measured in tons, which approximates the
physical volume; yet, consumer demand is measured in heat content.
Metallurgical coal demand is an aggregate of hard coking and other
metallurgical coals.
Several coal supply and intermediate transshipment nodes are
permitted to consume a portion of the primary coal demand in a given
province. Eq. (8) limits the amount of coal that these nodes can
consume to a value less than the primary demand divided by the num-
ber of nodes in the province.4.1.3. Formal statement of the model
The following indices, exogenous parameters, and variables are used
in the model equations:
Indices
(i,j,k) index the nodes I
p∈ I index of nodes that are ports for transfers between land and
water
d∈D ⊂ I index of nodes that are provincial demand centers, node D
id(d) subset of demand nodes associated with d
i′d(d) subset of nodes i associated with demand center d but not
including d. {i∈ i(d)|i≠d}
q index of mining methods (surface and underground)
r index of coal washing state (raw, washed, and washed
coproduct)
s index of coal production units for different producers (supply
steps in the supply curve)
t,t′ index of transportation modes (coal dedicated and mixed rail,
river, sea, truck)
t(w) set of transportation modes on water (river, sea)
t(l) set of transportation modes on land (rail, truck)
t(c) coal dedicated rail lines
t(m) mixed commodity rail lines
u,uu indices of coal types (lignite, steam, hard coking, other
metallurgical)
v index of bins for average caloriﬁc value
Variables
wt∈t(l),t′∈t(w),p port capacity additions for land to water transfers
xt,u,v,i, j transshipment arc ﬂows from nodes i to j
zt(c),i, j amount added to coal dedicated railway capacity connecting
nodes i and j
lt,i amount of coal loaded at port node p
yu,v,i coal use at node i
su,v,i coal supply at node i
pru,q,r,s,i coal production at supply node i
impu,v,i coal imports at node i
Exogenous parameters
Demu,d demand for coal type u at node d
Ct,i, j annualized capital costs of new rail capacity per ton-kilometer
between nodes i and j (Ct,i, j = 0 when t ≠ rail)
Cp annualized capital costs per unit of new port capacity at node p
Di, j distances connecting nodes i and j
OMt,i
ﬁx ﬁxed loading and unloading transportation cost
OMt,i, j
var variable transportation cost
OMu,q,r,s,i
coal unit cost of each production unit
Pu.v.i. price of imported coal
CVu,q,r,s,i,v table used to aggregate caloriﬁc value of production units into
caloriﬁc-value bins
SCEv converts coal tonnage in bin v to a standard caloriﬁc value of
7000 kcal/kg
RWuu,u,r share ofwashedmetallurgical coal, uu, that becomes steam coal u
Yieldu,q,r,s,i coal production yield
Nd number of demand nodes associated with provincial demand
center d
Stepu,q,r,s,i limit on coal that can be mined on cost step s
ERt,i,j existing coal dedicated railway capacities between nodes,
t∈ t(l)
ARt,i,j existing mixed commodity railway capacities between nodes,
t∈t(l)
EPt,p(i) existing port capacity for transfers from land and water to the
port, t∈t(w)
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X
t;i; j
Ct;i; jDi; j zt;i; jþ rail capexX
t∈t lð Þ;t0∈t wð Þ;pCp wt∈t lð Þ;t0∈t wð Þ;pþ port capexX
t;u;v;i; j
OMvart;i; jDi; j xt;u;v;i; j
 
þ
X
t;u;v;i
OMfixt;i lt;u;v;i
 
þ transportation opexX
t;u;v;i
Pu;v;iimpu;v;i
 þ coal import cost
X
u;q;r;s;i
Yieldu;q;r;s;iOM
coal
u;q;r;s;ipru;q;r;s;i
 
coal production cost
ð1Þ
The constraints in themodel are themass balance constraints of the
transportation module:
Production
Coal supply
X
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4.2. Data sources and calibration
The model is calibrated to 2011 data. The 2013 scenarios are run
mainly with 2013 data, along with some extrapolations from the 2011
data. Data was collected and processed from a variety of sources.
Appendix B contains a summary of the data coefﬁcients and sources
used for the calibration.
4.2.1. Data used
Coal production capacities, mine characteristics, andmine gate costs
for 2011 were obtained from the IHS “Coal Rush” study (IHS CERA,
2013). The IHS supply tables provide estimates of primary and second-
ary coal-washing yields. Mine gate costs include all variable operation
and maintenance costs, provincial and national resource taxes, and
mining-area fees.
The IHS “Coal Rush” report does not include capacity expansion
costs. These costs are difﬁcult to estimate owing to mining conditions
that are speciﬁc to each production unit, including variable seam
width, depth of mines, and seam angles. In order to include mine
expansion in the optimization model, which we investigate in one of
our alternate scenarios, we use the coal production forecasts for 2015
from the IHS study to capmine expansion as a proxy for where capacity
can be expanded.Exogenous demands for thermal and metallurgical coals observed
in 2011 were also sourced from the IHS report. The report provides a
provincial disaggregation of thermal coal demand in standard coal-
equivalent (7000 kcal/kg) tons, and metallurgical coal as raw material
tons. Tibet is the only province or autonomous region with no exoge-
nous demand for coal. Hong Kong and Macao are excluded from this
study. Inner Mongolia is split into Western and Eastern demand
nodes. The reported coal demand of Inner Mongolia was disaggregated
in proportion to the GDP of its Eastern and Western municipalities.
Calibrating the transportation model involves assigning coal
capacities and transportation costs for each of the shipment modes. A
rail transportation network was constructed to represents known
linkages between the nodes. The ﬁxed and variable transportation
costs are listed in Appendix B in Table B-1. Themodel assumes unlimited
trucking capacity across all land links in the transshipment network. For
major rail lines dedicated to coal, existing annual capacities are taken
from the Standard Chartered report (Standard Chartered, 2012). We
use the Standard Chartered report, the NDRC's 12th Five Year Plan, and
reports published by SXcoal (China Coal Resource, 2014) to identify
new rail links that have been proposed or are under construction. This
information is then used in alternative scenarios to allow the model to
build new as well as expand existing railway capacities, unlike the
Calibration Scenario that has current capacities ﬁxed.
For mixed-freight rail lines linking themajority of nodes outside the
major coal producing provinces, capacity allocated to coal is estimated
from interprovincial ﬂows reported by the China Transportation Associ-
ation, (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab), 2013).
Identifying the actual coal ﬂows from this datawas challenging as it pro-
vides transportation from source to destination, not movements be-
tween locations. In several cases the allocations were adjusted to
reﬂect reported transportation balances between rail and truck freight
in various provinces.
The constraints on the 28 sea and river links and port nodes are
capped by the annual port turnover, not by the waterway throughput
capacity. The model does not constrain the amount of coal that can be
transported along inland waterways due to navigational features such
as dams and bridges. The 20 river links are connected to major sea
ports located at themouths of rivers (e.g. ports of Shanghai and Nanjing
on the Yangtze River Delta). Major coal-port capacities have been
estimated using the Standard Chartered report (Standard Chartered,
2012) where available, as well as the Yearbook of China Transportation
and Communications (2013) and the China Shipping Database (2014).
Rail-line expansion for coal is allowed in themodel for existing coal-
dedicated rail lines and coal rail projects proposed by the government
and industry since 2011. Expansion of river and seaport capacity is
permitted in themodel formajor inlandwaterways, such as the Yangtze
and the Grand Canal, and sea freight along China's eastern seaboard.
A single seaborne coal price is used for all imports supplied to
domestic sea port nodes (see Table B-2). Imports at available rail
nodeswere based on the coal price from theneighboring source country
(Mongolia or North Korea). Coal exports are represented by ﬁxed
volumes at different domestic nodes based on the volumes reported
by SXcoal (China Coal Resource, 2014) for 2011. This represents the
strict coal export regulations enforced in China at the time. Exports
are included to capture their impact on the constrained inland transpor-
tation system. Since exports are ﬁxed, it is not necessary to consider
export revenues in the cost minimization problem when comparing
the Calibration and alternative scenarios.
Since the initial calibration of the model using 2011 data, revised
coal production and demand statistics have been published up to the
year 2013. Consequently, we show how changing market conditions
affect the Calibration and Investment in Production and Transportation
Scenarios with 2013 data. Demand, transportation costs, available rail
and port capacities, and import prices have been updated to calibrate
the model to 2013 data (see Table B-4 for the sources). However, for
2011 we have found disaggregated (intra-regionally and by coal type)
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we only have data aggregated at the regional level (in addition these
data are not broken down by coal type). We ﬁlled the missing data by
disaggregating 2013 regional ﬁgures using detailed projections made
for 2013 in the 2011 “Coal Rush” Study. This allows us to generate a
2013 scenario and revisit the congestion issue in 2013. Because of the
extrapolations in the 2013 data, we focus on the 2011 scenarios ﬁrst
and then discuss the 2013 results in a separate section. The comparison
across years illustrates how costs and beneﬁts can vary under changing
circumstances.
4.2.2. Calibration scenario
By running themodel without allowing investment in new rail lines
or mines, we obtain the Calibration Scenario that replicates what
actually happened in 2011. In the Calibration Scenario, the costs for
shipping on the coal-dedicated railway lines are the published tariffs
paid by the users, not the actual costs of running the railroads. Using
the 2011 tariff structures for coal amounts to optimizing the ﬂows on
the existing coal-dedicated railway lines from the users' perspective.
The tariff consists of a freight-handling rate, a distance-based rate, an
electriﬁcation surcharge, and a construction fund surcharge. Using the
actual prices paid by consumers better replicates the reality of China's
coal production and transportation sector in 2011.
Fig. 2 provides a representation of the supply, demand, and interme-
diate transportation nodes of the model. The volumes produced
and demanded in 2011 are indicated by the diameter of the circles.
Appendix C provides a list all of the nodes deﬁned in themodel by prov-
ince, node type, including the primary demand and supply quantities.
The major deviations between the calibration run and what actually
occurred in 2011 are as follows. The total output of domestically
produced coal under the Calibration Scenario is 113 mt lower than
estimated by IHS CERA. This gap can be partially explained by higher
imports of thermal coal driven by inland transportation congestionFig. 2. Nodes in the model, with coal produced (aggregated on weight b
Sources: IHS CERA (2013) and China Coal Resource (2014).costs: 197 mt (5500 kcal/kg) in the model versus 138 mt (weight) of
imported in 2011. However, in reality, heavy regulation of coal imports
distorts the optimal supply allocation. Another factor that may affect
lower total domestic production of raw coal is the model's preference
for the coalswith higher heat content. This is consistentwith the recom-
mendation in Kuby et al. (1995) to ship coals with higher heat contents
longer distances.
The total amount of coal transported by rail (2.2 billion tons)
matches the IHS CERA estimates of 2.3 billion tons, suggesting that the
coal railway capacity was fully utilized. The sea freight of coal exceeds
2011 actual data due to higher seaborne imports.
5. Assessing the 2011 coal supply-chain capacity
5.1. Scenario design
We use KEM-China to illustrate the potential economic gain that
could have been generated in 2011 if one had been able to revisit
2011 and add new infrastructure to existing facilities. We develop two
counterfactual scenarios and compare them to the Calibration Scenario
with 2011 capacities. First, we estimate the effects of optimizing just
the coal logistics system by allowing the model to invest in new
transportation infrastructure but not mine expansion (Investment in
Transportation Scenario). Second, we allow the model to invest in both
production expansion and transportation infrastructure (Investment in
Production and Transportation Scenario).
The major difference between the Calibration and Investment
Optimization Scenarios comes from the approach to representing
costs. The two counterfactual scenarios minimize the sum of all annual
economic costs incurred (annualized capital costs plus operating costs)
instead of accounting costs. This distinction can be illustrated with the
railway tariff. Using the 2011 tariff structure in the Calibration Scenario
amounts to optimizing the use of the existing coal-dedicated railwayMillion tons
asis) and demanded (aggregated on energy content basis) in 2011.
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replicate the reality of China's coal transportation sector in 2011.
Using this tariff structure in the counterfactual scenarios would
however be problematic. The current surcharge applied to existing
lines to cover capital costs is akin to a sunk investment cost, and is there-
fore an accounting cost. Since the surcharges are applied equally to new
and existing lines, they lower the tariff costs/rates for new lines,
resulting in users abandoning existing rail capacity and a potential over-
investment in new rail capacity.
To compute the congestion costs incurred in 2011, we need to build
a counterfactual scenario that minimizes the total annual cost from an
economic perspective (i.e., that does not include the sunk costs that
are contained in accounting costs). For this reason, the counterfactual
scenarios minimize a total economic cost consisting of the annualized
investment costs (for new lines only) and the operating expenses
represented by the freight-handling costs and variable distance rates
(for both existing and new lines).
For each scenario, we assess the total annualized economic costs, the
marginal costs of the coal delivered at demand nodes, the imports, and
the share of trucking in total coal freight. In the Calibration Scenario, the
total economic cost is determined ex-post as the amount of operating
expenses. Table 1 presents a comparison of the model outputs for all
scenarios.
5.2. Debottlenecking coal supply: cost savings and effect on the international
market
In theﬁrst counterfactual scenario, we do not include domesticmine
expansion while allowing the expansion of rail and port capacity.
Through reduced transportation congestion, themodel produces an an-
nual saving of RMB 107 billion, compared to the Calibration Scenario —
slightly less than half of the potential gains achieved by simultaneously
optimizing production and transportation.
The improved interprovincial and interregional connectivity leads to
a leveling of mine-gate prices across the provinces and increased
domestic production from existing capacity that reduces imports by
43%. Because coal capacity is not expanded, the coastal provinces still
have to rely on relatively expensive imports. Prices decrease only
marginally in the coastal provinces because imports set the price: the
biggest drop of 7.2% occurs in Shandong. The model arbitrages between
selling locally the last ton produced and transporting it to a demand
node where it can substitute for an imported ton. As a result, the
marginal cost of coal delivered inland reﬂects the import price minus
the transportation costs from that inland node to the coast, unlike the
Calibration Scenario where inland mines can sell incremental produc-
tion only locally. Removing transportation bottlenecks ends the location
advantages of inland consumers, most obviously in inland coal-
producing provinces, such as Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, and Xinjiang. InTable 1
Model's results for the three scenarios, 2011.
Annual economic cost, bil. RMB
Cost savings, bil. RMB
Investment in transportation, bil. RMB
Share of trucking in total coal
transportation ton (ton/km)
Demand-weighted average marginal cost of thermal coal (5500 kcal/kg), RMB per ton
Demand-weighted average marginal cost of metallurgical coal, RMB per ton
Thermal coal supply:
Domestic, million tons (5500 kcal/kg)
Imports, million tons (5500 kcal/kg)
Metallurgical coal supply:
Domestic, million tons
Imports, million tonsthese regions, the marginal costs of locally-delivered coal increase by
29–42%.
Another way to describe this phenomenon is that building transpor-
tation infrastructure that allows a commodity to expand its market to
more regions while production capacity remains ﬁxed increases prices
near the supply areas. As an aside, this phenomenon explains the oppo-
sition of some gas-consuming manufacturers to liqueﬁed natural gas
(LNG) projects in Australia and the United States.
In this scenario as well, the constraint on domestic production
creates resource rents for the local producers whose proﬁtability
exceeds a market rate of return on investment. The total amount of
rent is slightly higher than in the Calibration Scenario because the
total cost of delivering coal is lower due to the debottlenecking. Yet,
the marginal values (producers' prices) of the coal are higher because
any additional production would substitute for expensive imports.
With higher prices and lower shipping costs the proﬁts (economic
rents) of suppliers are higher. Thus, suppliers increase their economic
rents because consumers pay more.
In the second alternative scenario, when both production and trans-
portation infrastructure are allowed to expand, the total cost savings
amounts to RMB 228 billion. The prices drop, with a signiﬁcant decline
in the marginal costs of both thermal and metallurgical coal. The
resulting lower marginal costs of delivered steam coal make imported
coal uncompetitive at the resulting 2011 price, even in the Southern
coastal provinces. That is, the increased supply of steam coal removes
the links between import prices and domestic supply prices, lowering
domestic prices and shifting economic rents to consumers. This effect
on rents illustrates the value of adopting a systems view of the supply
chain, and not focusing on only one piece of a market.
We have not calculated the extent of the shifts in the rents because
government regulations and other features of the market alter who
getswhat rent inwayswe are not in a position tomeasure. For example,
in the standard competitive market, congestion would lead to rents
accruing to the transportation ﬁrms. On a congested rail link this
means the railroad would charge more. Yet, rail rates are regulated for
common carriers and the customer costs of coal delivered this way are
below the costs of delivering by truck. When the rail lines are owned
by the coal companies, the coal companies get the rent.
Table 2 provides comparison of regionalmarginal costs in each of the
three scenarios considered. One can see the lower marginal costs from
reducing bottlenecks.
Some analysts have argued that the effort made since 2011 to
debottleneck China's coal railway infrastructure is a factor contributing
to the recent decline in international coal prices. For instance, a report
by Citi Research in 2013 noted that more targeted economic stimulus
in China could result in much faster debottlenecking of its coal infra-
structure, pushing out coal imports, and ultimately contribute to driving
global coal prices down.Calibration Investment in
transportation
Investment in production
and transportation
1511 1405 1283
– 107 228
– 152 228
20% (8%) 4% (1%) 2% (0.5%)
707 729 457
1339 1371 899
2405 2489 2602
197 113 0
652 652 672
45 45 25
Table 2
Regional marginal costs of steam coal delivered, RMB per ton, 2011.
Province Calibration Investment in
transportation
Investment in
production
and transportation
Anhui 1006 985 633
Beijing 799 899 550
Chongqing 927 940 598
Fujian 972 972 629
Guangdong 975 975 632
Gansu 757 827 475
Guangxi 975 975 634
Guizhou 935 922 604
Henan 911 918 570
Hubei 1008 990 646
Hebei 885 894 546
Hainan 975 975 635
Heilongjiang 840 871 600
Hunan 1010 991 647
Jilin 932 918 638
Jiangsu 971 971 628
Jiangxi 1059 996 652
Liaoning 920 911 618
Inner Mongolia 573 821 485
Inner Mongolia East 857 872 585
Ningxia 576 808 435
Qinghai 793 850 463
Sichuan 976 965 628
Shandong 1007 939 591
Shanghai 970 970 627
Shaanxi 851 898 546
Shanxi 802 869 521
Tianjin 927 923 572
Xinjiang 326 562 210
Yunnan 820 817 554
Zhejiang 970 970 627
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the 2011 coal supply chain would have decreased thermal coal imports
by almost 200million tons (i.e. almost 6% of the non-Chineseworld coal
consumption in 2011). To illustrate the consequences on prices, let us
assume that non-Chinese coal supply is ﬁxed and the price elasticity
of non-Chinese world coal demand lies between −0.2 and −0.4Table 3
Change in total coal output at supply nodes, 2011.
Province Total output, calibration, mt Total output, investm
production and trans
Anhui 123 140
Fujian 15 16
Gansu 47 16
Guangxi 9 9
Guizhou 213 179
Hebei 92 66
Heilongjiang 81 29
Henan 164 113
Hubei 11 11
Hunan 66 70
Inner Mongolia 484 687
Inner Mongolia East 293 397
Jiangsu 19 19
Jiangxi 26 28
Jilin 40 34
Liaoning 51 20
Ningxia 73 100
Ningxia Hui 11 11
Qinghai 20 21
Shaanxi 358 464
Shandong 134 77
Shanxi 770 867
Sichuan 106 109
Xinjiang 108 127
Yunnan 22 30(in line with Haftendorn et al. (2012)) when considering responses
over the debottlenecking period. Then, for the rest of the world to
absorb the 200 million tons, coal prices decrease in a range between
15% and 30%.
In the Investment in Production and Transportation Scenario, the
per-ton marginal cost of the thermal coal delivered to coastal locations
ranges from RMB 453 to 499. As a comparison point, the price of
Indonesian thermal coal CV 5500 at Chinese ports has been decreasing
since 2011, with an average price of RMB 470 per ton between May
12 and 25 2015 (China Coal Resource, 2015).
5.3. Infrastructure built and its impact on logistical ﬂows
In the Investment in Production and Transportation Scenario, the
model upgraded and built 4765 km of new coal-dedicated rail lines
and added 130 mt/yr of extra coal throughput at China's sea and river
ports.
Major mine expansions, presented in the Table 3, occur in coal
regions with low production costs and signiﬁcant reserves, such as
Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, and Shaanxi, leading to a total domestic pro-
duction of 3641 mt for all of China. On the other hand, production in
less-competitive provinces, such as Shandong and Guizhou, is reduced.
Seaborne imports and anthracite supplied from North Korea drop to
zero. Metallurgical coal imports fromMongolia, 25 million tons, remain
competitive due to low production costs relative to other sources.
Optimization of the coal supply chain also results in the redistribu-
tion of coal ﬂows by mode of transport. The major shifts occur within
the railway and trucking segments. In the second counterfactual analy-
sis, signiﬁcant investments and increased ﬂows raise the share of coal
transported by rail from 64% to 76%. The percentage trucked, on the
other hand, drops from 20% to just 2% due to the reduction in rail bottle-
necks. The rail investments result in the full elimination of coal trucking
from major supply nodes in the North and West, reducing trucking
ﬂows to the Central provinces, where no new railway capacity is built.
Fig. 3 shows the construction of new rail segments and ports in the
Investment in Production and Transportation Scenario. The expansions
of rail lines (orange lines) and ports (blue dots) are optimized using
the economically efﬁcient rail transportation costs (tariffs are set to
marginal costs, excluding surcharges) and total annualized capitalent in
portation, mt
Change in total output, mt Change in total output, %
17 13.8%
1 3.9%
−31 −65.3%
0 0.2%
−33 −15.7%
−25 −27.8%
−52 −64.7%
−51 −31.3%
1 5.2%
4 5.5%
203 41.9%
104 35.7%
0 0.3%
1 5.1%
−5 −13.8%
−31 −60.7%
27 37.0%
0 4.1%
2 8.7%
106 29.5%
−57 −42.4%
97 12.6%
3 2.6%
19 17.3%
8 36.0%
Fig. 3. Transportation capacity expansion, investment in production and transportation scenario, 2011.
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new capacities to facilitate the movement of coal from the production
basins to the ports in the Northeast is key to alleviate the coal transpor-
tation bottlenecks. This conclusion is conﬁrmed by the actual investment
decisions undertaken during the 12th Five Year Plan period. Fig. 4
shows the major rail development projects that link to northeastern
ports.
Analysis of coal transportation investment brings up the issue of the
existing coal-transportation tariff structure and whether it retains the
efﬁciency of marginal-cost pricing. All the components of a rail freight
tariff are set by the government. While the base rates for freight
handling and transportation distance have been updated on a regular
basis, the electriﬁcation and construction surcharges have remained
unchanged. This regulatory frameworkmakes it difﬁcult to adjust tariffs
in order to adequately represent changes in transportation costs, which
could potentially result in signiﬁcant economic inefﬁciencies.
We implemented a variant of the Investment in Production and
Transportation Scenario with the current tariffs paid by the users of
coal-railway lines, as in the calibration case, and optimizing the coal-
supply chain from the users' perspective. The total economic cost in
this case is RMB 1288 billion, i.e. only 0.4%more than in the counterfac-
tual scenario where economic costs are minimized. The averages of the
marginal costs of delivered thermal andmetallurgical coal are also very
similar. This suggests that the existing tariff structure does not incur
signiﬁcant economic costs. However, using this alternative approach
results in additional railway investments of RMB 81 billion, compared
to the Investment in Production and Transportation Scenario, which
uses economic costs.
5.4. Investment and proﬁtability of railway projects
Our Investment in Production and Transportation Scenario requires
the building of 4765 km of new lines, while Standard Chartered (2012)lists projects totaling 7751 km of new lines. In our scenario, the associ-
ated total investment cost amounts to RMB 215 billion. Standard
Chartered reports a cost estimate of RMB 511 billion, which excludes
the cost of projects for which they have no estimates. Extrapolating
from the lines for which they have expansion costs, we estimate the
total cost of all projects in their report to be RMB 579 billion, more
than double the amount in our scenario.
As an additional reference point, we have estimated the total
investment costs of coal railway projects reported in China since 2011
through 2014, based on the capital costs used to calibrate the model.
Sections of these projects appear in the Investment in Production and
Transportation Scenario, and have been labeled in Fig. 3. They include
the 200 mt/yr Zhangtang railway linking the Ordos base in Inner
Mongolia to the port of Caofedian in Hebei (Wang, 2013), the
200 mt/yr Shanxi Central-south coal railway connecting the mining
units of Southern Shanxi to the Rizhao port in Shandong (Wang,
2013), the 200 mt/yr Menghua coal railway linking Inner Mongolia,
Shaanxi, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi provinces (Yang,
2014), investments by the Shenhua coal group connecting Western
Inner Mongolian coal to northern Shanxi (Hao, 2014), the 60 mt/yr
Hongzhuo line built in Xinjiang, and a 100mt/yr expansion of the Jinchi
line connecting Eastern Inner Mongolia to ports in Liaoning (Cornot-
Gandolphe, 2014). This gives a total railway investment cost of RMB
375 billion for the projects actually built since 2011.
This raises the following question: for 2011, what is the economic
cost of these larger investment plans compared to our counterfactual
scenario? To address this question,we examine two additional scenarios
in themodel. In the ﬁrst additional scenario, themodel is forced to build
all rail expansions reported since 2011. The resulting annual cost saving
over the Calibration Scenario (including the cost of the imposed expan-
sion) is RMB217 billion, i.e. RMB11billion less than in the Investment in
Production and Transportation Scenario. This decrease in cost savings is
equivalent to the annualized value of the incremental investment cost
Fig. 4.Major rail projects in northeastern China.
Source: Cornot-Gandolphe (2014).
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increased capital expenditure, the operating beneﬁts of using the addi-
tional railway lines are negligible.
In the second additional scenario, themodel is forced to build all rail
expansions considered by Standard Chartered. The resulting annual cost
saving is RMB 28 billion lower than in the Investment in Production and
Transportation Scenario. Surprisingly, this decrease in the cost savings
exceeds the annualized cost of the imposed incremental investment.
The reason is that some of the lines built by themodel in our Investment
in Production and Transportation Scenario do not appear when the
Standard Chartered lines are required to be built, as they are not
economic given this added capacity. Although the lines that are not
built would generate signiﬁcant operational beneﬁts, these beneﬁts
are not enough to repay their capital costs once all of the Standard-
Chartered lines are built.
We now evaluate the economic value of three of the rail links for
projects actually built since 2011, illustrating how one can sort out
the proﬁtable links from the unproﬁtable investments. When exam-
ining an investment opportunity, decision makers often consider its
internal rate of return (IRR) as an important economic criterion. The
IRR is the value of the discount rate that makes the project's net pres-
ent value equal to zero. Calculating a standalone project's IRR is gen-
erally straightforward. When simultaneous projects mutually
inﬂuence each other's net cash ﬂows, as is the case with a transpor-
tation network, this is a much more difﬁcult task since it requires
making assumptions about the other projects that would also be un-
dertaken and the resulting cash ﬂows. We use a simpliﬁed approach
here that provides one view of the returns. To understand thecomplications that can provide different returns, see Murphy and
Rosenthal (2006). The main complications are that the total beneﬁts
of all of the projects implemented as a package do not necessarily
add up to the sum of the beneﬁts over all projects when each is the
only project implemented. That is, the beneﬁts of a single project
vary depending on where the project is placed in a sequential order-
ing of the projects.
Consider the additional scenario where the railway infrastructure is
ﬁxed to the levels actually built since 2011. To calculate the IRR of a
selected segment of these rail projects, we measure the beneﬁt of
adding a small amount of capacity to a segment and calculate the inter-
nal rate of return for that small increment.
If the build activity for a rail link is ﬁxed and the associated capacity
constraint is binding in the model, the internal rate of return (IRR) for
that link can be calculated using the marginal value of the capacity
constraint. The IRR of this rail link is equal to the value of the discount
rate that sets the annualized total cost of the line equal to the marginal
value of an incremental unit of capacity (Eq. (9)).
C ¼ D ∙ ∑Nn¼1
1
1þ IRRð Þn ð9Þ
C per-unit capital cost of the rail link
D value of an incremental unit of capacity, or the dual variable
associated with the capacity limit
IRR internal rate of return
N lifetime of the project in years
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calculate the IRR of an additional unit of capacity for three rail segments
built since 2011:
- The northern segment of the Shanxi Central-south corridor
connecting the Ordos mining region of Inner Mongolia to Shaanxi
and Shanxi has an IRR of 41.5%.
- The western segment of the project linking the Ordos region with
the Zhangtang line in Hebei has an IRR of 27.5%.
- The northern segment of the Menghua Central China corridor
connecting central Shaanxi to Shanxi and Henan has an IRR of
−1.8%, that is, the sum of operational beneﬁts is lower than the
investment cost.
In our long-run Investment in Production and Transportation
Scenario the capacities built along theMenghua line (Fig. 3)were signif-
icantly lower than the actual levels built since 2011, suggesting that the
actual capacities are oversized. This result shows how a systems
approach can help avoid large negative returns on large infrastructure
investments. It also supports the more general view that China's ability
to generate far reaching positive gains with massive infrastructure
investments, as it did during the years of very high growth, may be on
the decline.
Investments made since 2011 and those forecast by Standard
Chartered, however, account for future coal demand growth projec-
tions, not considered in this analysis. The static long-run scenarios
estimate only the investments needed to resolve the 2011 bottleneck.
Other factors that inﬂuence investment decisions should also be consid-
ered in future analyses. These include the re-allocation of coal from
mixed freight lines onto new coal-dedicated lines, changes in import
prices and variable project lifetimes depending on local mining condi-
tions. A deeper investigation of this issue would require a multi-period
version of themodel that incorporates future demand growth and global
coal price projections into the investment planning.
5.5. Revisiting the congestion in coal transportation in 2013
Comparing the calibration scenarios for both years, the share of
trucked coal (expressed as a percentage of the total quantity of
transported coal) decreases from 20% in 2011 to 5% in 2013. This is in
line with reports of declining demand and proﬁts for trucked coal by
the China Economic Times (2013a, 2013b) and increasing coal imports
in 2013 (with an import price of thermal coal that is 28% lower than
in 2011). In the Counterfactual scenario that allows new rail capacity
to be added to what was available in 2013, overall cost savings amount
to RMB 52 billion, around half the cost savings from the 2011 analysis,
because the savings from eliminating coal imports are reduced due to
lower coal prices.
In the 2013 Counterfactual scenario where investment in both
production and transportation is allowed, the annual cost savings
amount to RMB 105 billion while the optimal investment in transporta-
tion infrastructure reaches RMB 241 billion. The congestion cost is again
lower in 2013 than in 2011, and the total long-term investments are
slightly higher. The explanation is as follows: in 2013, to displace a larger
quantity of coal imports (58 million tons more) a higher investment
amount is necessary, which, combinedwith a lower import price, results
in a smaller beneﬁt from debottlenecking.
Except for the lower net beneﬁt, the 2011 and 2013 aggregate results
are quite similar. The shifts in the regional ﬂow patterns across the
scenarios are basically the same with the increased production in the
western provinces pushing out imports into the provinces closer to
the ports. Due to the lower import price in 2013, no investments are
made in long distance rail lines connecting Xinjiang coal producers in
Western China to the East. Compared to 2011, more capacity is needed
to connect InnerMongolia, Shanxi and Shaanxi coal producers to coastal
consumers and sea ports. This is explained by a continued increase incoal production in the Coal Country and an overall 4% increase in total
coal demand (CEIC, 2016).
6. Conclusions and implications for further research
The model results indicate that signiﬁcant economic gains in the
Chinese coal sector were possible in 2011 and 2013 through selected
investments in increased mine and transportation capacity, given the
then existing capacity. Eliminating transportation bottlenecks, primarily
in the rail transportation, eliminates congestion costs. Investment in
coal logistics also creates the potential for expanding domestic coal
production, which leads to additional economic gains. We observed
synergies that illustrate the beneﬁts of taking the systems view when
investing in infrastructure for large and complex energy sectors. The
results for the two years display the same patterns. The only signiﬁcant
difference is that the savings from rail debottlenecking are lower in
2013 due to lower price for imported coal.
Debottlenecking the supply chain results in much lower domestic
marginal costs of coal delivered to coastal locations, rendering thermal
coal imports uneconomical. The resulting demand-weighted average
of marginal costs of thermal coal is some RMB 250 per ton less than
the actual market price in 2011. These results support the view
expressed by some analysts that the efforts made since 2011 to
debottleneck China's coal railway infrastructure have contributed to
the recent decline in international coal prices.
On the other hand, improving the efﬁciency of the domestic trans-
portation infrastructure without allowing a reconﬁguration of domestic
production results in a demand-weighted average of marginal costs for
the thermal coal delivered that is slightly higher than actually observed
in 2011. Due to the improved transportation infrastructure, an increas-
ing number of producers could implicitly arbitrage between selling
locally their last produced ton of coal and transporting it to a demand
node where it could substitute for an imported ton. The marginal cost
of coal locally delivered then reﬂects the import price minus the trans-
portation costs.
In the context of the model, this results in large economic rents for
domestic coal producers since supply prices are higher while total
cost is lower due to more efﬁcient transportation. When production is
allowed to respond to the expansion of transportation infrastructure
to meet demand more efﬁciently, the economic rents drop, which
results in a much lower demand-weighted average of marginal costs
of delivered coal.
We can conclude that expanding the domestic transportation infra-
structure of a commodity at a relatively different speed to adjustments
in regional production capacities will result in temporary rents that
disadvantage consumers. The coordination gains (i.e. the elimination
of these rents) quantify the value of adopting a systems view of the
supply chain, and not focusing on only one piece at a time. By showing
the possible price implications of expanding the existing logistical infra-
structure, a simple modeling approach like the one adopted here can
help policy makers take a broader view of the consequences of invest-
ment anddesign policies or regulations thatmitigate undesirable effects.
Amajor structural difference between the calibration and investment
scenarios is the deﬁnition of the railway costs; with or without rail sur-
charges. Excluding the surcharges in the investment scenarios results
in signiﬁcantly lower railway investments by removing the discounting
of new lines versus existing lines. However, the economically efﬁcient
railway cost structure (without surcharges) generates only slightly
higher economic gains and similar marginal costs of delivered coal, sug-
gesting that this tariff structure is not creatingmajor market distortions.
During the period covered by China's 12th Five Year Plan, the com-
bination of a slowdown in coal-demand growth and substantial invest-
ment in both passenger and freight rail capacity has relaxed the logistics
bottlenecks restricting coal transport. This work provides a benchmark
to compare the actual investment in resolving the logistical bottlenecks
in recent years versus what was needed.
399B. Rioux et al. / Energy Economics 60 (2016) 387–399The model's major capacity-expansion routes are, to a large extent,
in line with analysts' forecasts, e.g. presented in the Standard Chartered
report, and actual projects being implemented in China. Nevertheless,
the investment amounts generated by the model are substantially
below analysts' estimates. This is in part due to the model investing in
speciﬁc railway links between nodes rather than entire transportation
paths that connect supply and demand locations. Extending the model
to multiple periods would help address the impact of future demand
growth on long-term investment decisions, using the detailed represen-
tation of the transshipment network.
The model results indicate that a portion of the capacity expansion
that has been undertaken is uneconomic. We use an approach that
assesses the “systemic” internal rates of return of three major coal-
dedicated railway lines built by the model and launched by the Chinese
authorities since 2011. The estimated returns in two of them – 41.5%
and 27.5% – are high, because these railway lines contribute to eliminat-
ing the high congestion costs by pushing out expensive 2011 coal im-
ports. However, increasing the expansion of the northern sections on
the third line results in the IRR decline to−1.8%, indicating overbuilding.
The ability to determine speciﬁc railway links and logistical nodes
that require expansion was enabled by the detailed structure of our
model. We found that in the case of China's coal industry, a disaggre-
gated representation is essential due to widely varying production con-
ditions and demandbeingdispersed throughout the country. Ourmodel
covers comprehensively the coal supply chain by encompassing major
mining units, provincial-level demand, and fourmodes of coal transpor-
tation with intermediate logistics nodes.
Our next step in understanding energy in China is to include the
electric-power sector to represent the majority of China's steam coal
demand and electricity-generation choices. This will allow an assess-
ment of the expansion of the equipment mix, the addition of China's
UHV grids, and the expansion of the interregional transmission capacity.
In addition, the model will be used to asses the impact of China's regu-
lated on-grid tariff caps. This requires developing a mixed complemen-
tarity problem approach, as in Matar et al. (2014).
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